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We provide affordable green energy to millions of Californians.

Yingli Green Energy (NYSE: YGE) is the world’s leading supplier of solar PV modules, operating over 20 branch offices and subsidiaries across the globe – including our San Francisco office.

Yingli Americas leads the California market: in 2010 and 2011, we were California’s largest module supplier with nearly 85 MW of modules deployed to more than 5,000 residential and commercial systems alone.

Californians choose Yingli Solar modules for residential, commercial, and utility-scale projects because of our dedicated local team, efficient distribution network, and proven product quality.

PV TESTING LAB

NEW! At the PV Testing Lab (PVTL) in South San Francisco, the first regional lab of its kind, we conduct extensive module characterization and performance research. As the first PV supplier to employ flash testing equipment with built-in temperature control, we offer enhanced .PAN input files for sophisticated system modeling using PVsyst software. The PVTL’s research accelerates system design and ensures product reliability.

GRID ALTERNATIVES

Yingli has supplied over 2 MW of solar modules to residential systems for disadvantaged families through GRID Alternatives, an Oakland-based non-profit solar installer. As their first and largest official module supplier, we will help over 800 low-income families in California and Colorado save substantially on their electricity bills. These installations also provide hands-on experience to thousands of solar job trainees, growing our green energy workforce.
California: Success Stories

“With several installations already operating and more underway, we can attest to Yingli Americas’ ability to deliver and to work with tight development parameters.”
- Arno Harris
Chief Executive Officer of Recurrent Energy

PROJECT KAISER PERMANENTE
Size: 15 MW  Location: 16 hospitals across California
Number of Modules: 65,000  Installer/Partner: Recurrent Energy

“Yingli Americas sets the bar amongst module suppliers for their motivation, flexibility, and partnership. Our trust in their team has resulted in a valued, long-term partnership.”
- Daniel Marino
Executive Vice President of Soligent

PROJECT VALLEY FINE FOODS
Size: 483 kW  Location: Benicia, California
Number of Modules: 2,058  Installer/Partner: Soligent

“Yingli Solar is the most entrepreneurial, flexible, and supportive module supplier in the industry.”
- Aaron Hall
President of Borrego Solar

PROJECT SIERRA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
Size: 1.25 MW  Location: Rocklin, California
Number of Modules: 4,886  Installer/Partner: Borrego Solar

“Yingli Americas is an ideal partner for fast-growing companies like ours. We’re impressed with their ability to change with our needs and consistently exceed our expectations for service.”
- Ken Button
President and Co-Founder of Verengo Solar

PROJECT WILKINS FAMILY HOME
Size: 11.2 kW  Location: Fresno, California
Number of Modules: 48  Installer/Partner: Verengo Solar
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